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the panasonic lumix dmc fz47 started shipping in august 2011 priced at around us 400 current prices hover
around us 300 imaging resource rating 4 0 out of 5 0 panasonic lumix the lumix dmc fz47 packs a powerful
optical zoom and attractive options including manual operation adding full hd video recording capability and the
new creative control with miniature effect mode the high quality lens unit of 25mm ultra wide angle leica dc vario
elmarit lens with powerful 24x optical zoom newly features panasonic s nano panasonic s lumix dmc fz47 or fz48
as it s known in europe is a 12 1 megapixel super zoom camera with a 24x stabilised range full hd video capabilities
and a detailed 3in screen launched in july 2011 it replaces the popular lumix fz40 or fz45 as it was known outside
north america the lumix dmc fz47 offers a lot of camera for under 400 some of the big features include a giant 24x
25 600 mm lens optical image stabilization manual and automatic controls robust performance and a full hd
movie mode panasonic s lumix dmc fz47 is an exemplary 24x superzoom that boasts some of the most accurate
color reproduction we ve ever seen and very strong test results across the board shooting is panasonic fz47 is
panasonic s small sensor superzoom camera originally launched on july of 2011 the camera features a 12mp ccd 1
2 3 sized sensor and has a maximum resolution of 4000 x 3000 it is also known as lumix dmc fz48 in other markets
panasonic s lumix dmc fz47 or fz48 as it s known in europe is a 12 1 megapixel super zoom camera with a 24x
stabilised range full hd video capabilities and a detailed 3in screen launche cameralabs camera reviews lens reviews
photography guides by aquadog news panasonic point and shoot today panasonic announced the lumix dmc fz47 to
its super zoom fz series lineup the lumix fz47 features 12 1 megapixels 1920 x 1080 full hd avchd video recording
an ultra wide angle 25mm leica dc vario elmarit lens with 24x optical zoom and nano surface coating technology
to minimize light the panasonic lumix dmc fz47 packs a powerful optical zoom and attractive options including
manual operation adding full hd video recording capability and the new creative control with miniature effect mode
panasonic has introduced the lumix dmc fz47 digital camera the newest addition to the company s super zoom fz
series the lumix fz47 packs a powerful 24x optical zoom in a 25mm ultra wide angle leica dc vario elmarit lens
full high definition 1080i video recording capabilities and new creative controls while shooting both still and
video 73 panasonic lumix dmc fz47 review specs and price why is panasonic lumix dmc fz47 better than the average
continuous shooting at high resolution 10fps vs 7 6fps fastest shutter speed 1 20000s vs 1 3298s optical
zoom 24x vs 10 14x wide aperture main camera f 2 8 vs f 3 1 exposure time 60s vs 29 33s shutter lag 0 3s vs
12 73s panasonic fz47 full review 12mp 1 2 3 sensor 3 fixed screen iso 100 1600 bump to 6400 optical image
stabilization 1920 x 1080 video 25 600mm f2 8 5 2 lens 498g 120 x 80 x 92mm introduced july 2011
additionally referred to as lumix dmc fz48 panasonic covers the gamut with two new lumix cameras for novice and
advanced shooters black panasonic lumix leica dmc fz47 digital camera 24x 12mp 126066560464 f y 62
feedback left by buyer past month verified purchase fair speedy the panasonic lumix dmc fz2000 also known as the
panasonic fz2500 is a super zoom camera featuring a 20x zoom lens equivalent to a focal range of 24 480mm 20
1 megapixel 1 inch mos sensor 3 inch 1040k pixel rotating lcd touchscreen 2 359k oled live view finder lvf dci 4k
4096 x 2160 video recording at 30 25 24fps including the ability find many great new used options and get the
best deals for panasonic lumix dmc fz47 12 1mp 24x optical zoom 25mm digital camera w bag at the best online
prices at ebay free shipping for many products 73 comparison winner 178 vs 128 facts in comparison panasonic
lumix dmc fz47 vs panasonic lumix dmc fz80 panasonic lumix dmc fz80 why is panasonic lumix dmc fz47 better than
panasonic lumix dmc fz80 80shots longer battery life 400shots vs 320shots has a microphone input 90 faster
maximum shutter speed 1 20000s vs 1 2000s about this item package details 1x brand new battery for pansonic
dmw bmb9e type li ion battery capacity 1500 mah voltage 7 4 v 2 years warranty ce safety certification and ul
listed meets or exceeds oem standards 100 compatible with original battery efficient environmentally energy saving
the lumix digital camera range has the right tools for you to capture life s best moments effortlessly framing
your inspiration into reality discover it now these models are equipped with the world s first 1 4k 60p 50p video
recording function and the dual i s image stabilization system as part of the lumix s series panasonic aims to
release them on the global market early 2019
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panasonic fz47 review digital cameras digital camera reviews Mar 31 2024

the panasonic lumix dmc fz47 started shipping in august 2011 priced at around us 400 current prices hover
around us 300 imaging resource rating 4 0 out of 5 0 panasonic lumix

panasonic lumix dmc fz47k 12 1 mp digital camera with Feb 28 2024

the lumix dmc fz47 packs a powerful optical zoom and attractive options including manual operation adding full
hd video recording capability and the new creative control with miniature effect mode the high quality lens unit of
25mm ultra wide angle leica dc vario elmarit lens with powerful 24x optical zoom newly features panasonic s
nano

panasonic lumix fz47 fz48 cameralabs Jan 29 2024

panasonic s lumix dmc fz47 or fz48 as it s known in europe is a 12 1 megapixel super zoom camera with a 24x
stabilised range full hd video capabilities and a detailed 3in screen launched in july 2011 it replaces the popular
lumix fz40 or fz45 as it was known outside north america

panasonic lumix dmc fz47 lumix dmc fz48 review Dec 28 2023

the lumix dmc fz47 offers a lot of camera for under 400 some of the big features include a giant 24x 25 600 mm
lens optical image stabilization manual and automatic controls robust performance and a full hd movie mode

panasonic fz47 review reviewed Nov 26 2023

panasonic s lumix dmc fz47 is an exemplary 24x superzoom that boasts some of the most accurate color
reproduction we ve ever seen and very strong test results across the board shooting is

panasonic fz47 specs and review pxlmag com pixel magazine Oct 26 2023

panasonic fz47 is panasonic s small sensor superzoom camera originally launched on july of 2011 the camera
features a 12mp ccd 1 2 3 sized sensor and has a maximum resolution of 4000 x 3000 it is also known as lumix
dmc fz48 in other markets

panasonic lumix fz47 fz48 cameralabs Sep 24 2023

panasonic s lumix dmc fz47 or fz48 as it s known in europe is a 12 1 megapixel super zoom camera with a 24x
stabilised range full hd video capabilities and a detailed 3in screen launche cameralabs camera reviews lens reviews
photography guides

panasonic lumix dmc fz47 super zoom camera announced Aug 24 2023

by aquadog news panasonic point and shoot today panasonic announced the lumix dmc fz47 to its super zoom fz
series lineup the lumix fz47 features 12 1 megapixels 1920 x 1080 full hd avchd video recording an ultra wide
angle 25mm leica dc vario elmarit lens with 24x optical zoom and nano surface coating technology to minimize
light

panasonic lumix dmc fz47 digital camera black dmcfz47k adorama Jul 23
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the panasonic lumix dmc fz47 packs a powerful optical zoom and attractive options including manual operation
adding full hd video recording capability and the new creative control with miniature effect mode

panasonic lumix fz47 with 24x optical zoom shutterbug Jun 21 2023

panasonic has introduced the lumix dmc fz47 digital camera the newest addition to the company s super zoom fz
series the lumix fz47 packs a powerful 24x optical zoom in a 25mm ultra wide angle leica dc vario elmarit lens
full high definition 1080i video recording capabilities and new creative controls while shooting both still and
video

panasonic lumix dmc fz47 review 128 facts and highlights May 21 2023

73 panasonic lumix dmc fz47 review specs and price why is panasonic lumix dmc fz47 better than the average
continuous shooting at high resolution 10fps vs 7 6fps fastest shutter speed 1 20000s vs 1 3298s optical
zoom 24x vs 10 14x wide aperture main camera f 2 8 vs f 3 1 exposure time 60s vs 29 33s shutter lag 0 3s vs
12 73s

fujifilm s4200 vs panasonic fz47 full comparison pxlmag com Apr 19 2023

panasonic fz47 full review 12mp 1 2 3 sensor 3 fixed screen iso 100 1600 bump to 6400 optical image
stabilization 1920 x 1080 video 25 600mm f2 8 5 2 lens 498g 120 x 80 x 92mm introduced july 2011
additionally referred to as lumix dmc fz48

panasonic announces the lumix dmc fz47 and dmc ls5 Mar 19 2023

panasonic covers the gamut with two new lumix cameras for novice and advanced shooters

panasonic lumix dmc fz47 optical zoom digital camera w bag Feb 15 2023

black panasonic lumix leica dmc fz47 digital camera 24x 12mp 126066560464 f y 62 feedback left by buyer past
month verified purchase fair speedy

panasonic lumix dmc fz2000 review photography blog Jan 17 2023

the panasonic lumix dmc fz2000 also known as the panasonic fz2500 is a super zoom camera featuring a 20x zoom
lens equivalent to a focal range of 24 480mm 20 1 megapixel 1 inch mos sensor 3 inch 1040k pixel rotating lcd
touchscreen 2 359k oled live view finder lvf dci 4k 4096 x 2160 video recording at 30 25 24fps including the
ability

panasonic lumix dmc fz47 12 1mp 24x optical zoom 25mm digital Dec 16
2022

find many great new used options and get the best deals for panasonic lumix dmc fz47 12 1mp 24x optical zoom
25mm digital camera w bag at the best online prices at ebay free shipping for many products

panasonic lumix dmc fz47 vs panasonic lumix dmc fz80 versus Nov 14 2022

73 comparison winner 178 vs 128 facts in comparison panasonic lumix dmc fz47 vs panasonic lumix dmc fz80
panasonic lumix dmc fz80 why is panasonic lumix dmc fz47 better than panasonic lumix dmc fz80 80shots longer
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battery life 400shots vs 320shots has a microphone input 90 faster maximum shutter speed 1 20000s vs 1
2000s

dste dmw bmb9e rechargeable li ion battery amazon co uk Oct 14 2022

about this item package details 1x brand new battery for pansonic dmw bmb9e type li ion battery capacity 1500
mah voltage 7 4 v 2 years warranty ce safety certification and ul listed meets or exceeds oem standards 100
compatible with original battery efficient environmentally energy saving

lumix digital cameras 4k hd photo video panasonic uk Sep 12 2022

the lumix digital camera range has the right tools for you to capture life s best moments effortlessly framing
your inspiration into reality discover it now

lumix s series panasonic singapore Aug 12 2022

these models are equipped with the world s first 1 4k 60p 50p video recording function and the dual i s image
stabilization system as part of the lumix s series panasonic aims to release them on the global market early 2019
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